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Report from AP:Dividing the People on the Issue of Reservations
       The ruling classes in Andhra Pradesh again resorted to divide the people on caste lines so
that they can continue their oppressive and suppressive rule without any resistance from the
people and to cover up their failure in resolving the basic problems faced by the people. The recent
agitation of the people belonging to Kapu caste (predominantly a peasant caste in AP) demanding to
declare them as backward caste was the result of the ruling class policy of divide and rule.

In the din of chanting the mantra of development, the ruling class parties in the united AP had
been implementing the new economic policies. The leader of TDP and then the CM of AP
Chandrababu Naidu claimed himself as the CEO of The World Bank and champions of the reforms.
But during the last two decades, the hopes and lives of the people were shattered. Particularly the
youth found it difficult to find jobs and mired in growing poverty. This led to disillusionment and
unrest. The successive governments headed by the TDP and Congress used many popular schemes
to diver t the attention of the people from the real issue of unemployment.

Simultaneously, they used divide and rule policy to destroy the united strength of the people.
During the 1980s, the Congress party raked up hatreds between kapu and kamma castes which
divided the rural people for over a decade. With the beginning of the implementation of new
economic policies,, the then ruling party TDP brought the categorization of reservations among
the SCs, which divided the dalit castes and destroyed their unity to such an extent that even today
to unite them became an Herculean task. Then they used the tactics of dividing the people on
regional basis. The demand for separate Telangana and for continuing the united state, along
with demands for separate statehoods for Rayalaseema and North Andhra regions, divided the
Telugu people for over a decade. With these divisive politics, they weakened the united strength
of the people to resist their anti-people policies and implemented the same with full force.

After the bifurcation of the state, they continue to rake up the regional sentiments in the AP
along with raking up sentiments against the neighbouring Telugu state using the unresolved
problems of bifurcation.

During the elections to AP State Assembly in 2014, the ruling class parties, TDP, Congress
and YSRCP, made promises to include the kapus in the BC list. TDP in its quest for power
additionally promised to start a corporation for the development of kapu with an annual allotment
of Rs.1000 crore. After coming to power, the TDP government took no action for voer a year
which led to discontent among the youth of Kapus.
     Using the discontent among the kapus, the ruling class parties started political chess game.
The TDP government announced instituting a commission to survey the political and economic
status of kapus so that they can be included in the BC list along with starting of Corporation with
an allotment of Rs.100 crore. Here it is noteworthy that all the leaders of Kapus belong to three
ruling class parties started to demand immediate inclusion of kapus in the BC list while all the BC
leaders of three ruling class parties warning that a step would be opposed by them as it would eat
away their quota of reservations. It is clear that all the leaders of ruling class parties are bent upon
to divide the people rather than finding a solution to the problem.
    The experience showed that these leaders are utilizing the issues to divide the people and are
not to resolve the problems. Every leader of every ruling class party supported the demand for
categorization of SC reservations among dalit castes, but it never materialized even after two
decades. They are successful in dividing the dalit castes. Likewise, the demand of kapus to
include them into BC list is supported by all the ruling class parties since many decades, but it
never materialized. Whenever their scramble for power intensified, they utilized this demand to
perpetuate caste division among the people.

The experience of the past three decades which witnessed the implementation of divide and
rule policy, proved that the ruling classes are selling every resource of state to the exploiting
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classes and imperialists, and breaking the backbone of the people by imposing burdens upon the
people. They are not interested in and are not able to resolve any basic problem of the people.

As the policies being implemented by the ruling class parties resulted in a crisis where the
poor peasants became desperate to commit suicides, The aspirations of people for a better living
conditions is growing. The ruling classes instead of meeting these aspirations are resorting to
divert the people and divide them. It is true that rural youth have lost all hopes. Being predominantly
a peasant caste, youth of kapu are also desperate. The real reason for this dismal state of affairs
is the anti-peasant policies being pursued by the ruling classes. The youth should realize this and
should come out of divisive politics being played by the ruling classes. They must unite to fight for
the betterment of their living conditions by demanding educational and employment opportunities
for every youth.
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